
Monday, Week 5. 

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Morning Check In 

Please complete your morning check in on Google Classroom! 

How are you feeling today?
(Colour in the face that represents your mood)



Attitude of gratitude
Write your very own song: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f3IFkhRTYsI


English
The following slides are your 
morning session activities. 



Spelling: We are focusing on the ‘t’ “tt”          sound.  
Brainstorm all the words you know that have the “  ” sound:
The “  ” sound can look like this:

t tt

tiger
hesitant
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

bottle
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-



Spelling: We are focusing on the “t” sound  - it can look like this:   

Words Re-type your Words Type your words in a different font

 omit
 event
 vital
 subject
 amount
 notice
 arrest

terror
 prompt
 attempt
 dentist
 customer
 transfer
 transport
 telecast
 telephone
 internet
 interesting
 attendance
 taught
 privately
 scientist
 systematic
 equivalent
 committee
 



Reading: Watch, Read and Comprehend. 
1.Before you watch the BtN story, record what you know about the Olympic Games:

2. When were the first Olympic Games held?

3. Which god were the Olympic Games dedicated to? 

4. The only people who could compete were... 

5. Give an example of a sport included in the ancient Olympics. 

6. There was only one winner of the ancient Olympics. True or 

false? 

7. What did the winner receive? 

8. In which year was the first modern Olympic Games held? 

9. How are the ancient and modern Olympics similar? 

If you are school or home google btn 
olympics and watch it from a phone or ipad. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTrWQOztqoo


Insert Answer Here

Insert Answer Here

Insert Answer Here

Insert Answer Here





Writing: Persuasive Writing!            

Learning Intentions and Success Criteria

In this lesson we are learning to:

Plan and compose a text that persuade our audience to think, feel and/or a certain way
 
 

I will have achieved this when I can:
● Think about our purpose and audience (to convince the reader to agree with you)

● Use mentor texts to guide my writing

● Include an introduction, arguments/reasons and conclusion



Writing: Persuasive Writing!            Pre-test

What is a persuasive text?

'Persuasive writing' is a form of 
writing in which the writer uses 
words to convince the reader that 
the writer's opinion is correct in 
regards to an issue.

A persuasive text is OPINION 
writing!  

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
Have a look at the simple 
mentor text to help you right a 
persuasive text. 











1st Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Mathematics 
Complete your mathematics  

activities on the 
following slides



-1000

+1000

-5000

+5000

-10000

+10000

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5000

Round to Nearest 10000

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY
62 325 

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem

A SCHOOL HAS 62 325 BOOKS FOR THEIR LIBRARY. HOW BOOKS 
WOULD EACH STUDENT READ IF THEIR WERE 763 STUDENTS 

COMBINED TO READ ALL THE BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY? 

(HINT = DIVISION) 



MATH FOCUS: Decimal Place Value 

Using a dice on the next page roll a number and place 
it in the place value boxes starting from hundreds and 
working your way through to the thousandths 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KG6ILNOiMgM


1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

.

.

.

.
.

.



Write your decimal place numbers you made  

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

MATH FOCUS: Decimal Place Value 



MATH FOCUS: Comparing Decimals  

We read numbers from left to right. 
I can see that 452.781 is Greater because 

it is a larger Tenths decimal. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p8FZu34erDw


> > >

< < <

Select the Symbol 
you think you need 
and place it in the 
answer space.

= = =



<>

>

>

>

> <

<

<

<

Select the Symbol 
you think you need 
and place it in the 
answer space.

= =



Maths Activity 

Optional: 
Complete some of your activities on:  

Math Games & Worksheets Online, Designed by Math Experts

https://www.matific.com/au/en-au/home/


2nd Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Creative Arts Time - Olympics
Choose one activity from the following slides



Using things you have 

at home

Design and create 

your own olympic 

torch at home



These are some of the past olympic mascots. 

Design and name your own mascot!

TOKYO 
2020RIO 

2016
LONDON 
2012

BEIJING 
2008

ATHENS 
2004

SYDNEY 
2000 ATHENS 

2004



Design and name your own mascot!



Directed drawing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZEEXSrUX98
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_kxH8ukVCM


Create your own olympic medals

https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/olympic-gold-medal-kids-crafts-407140
7

https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/olympic-gold-medal-kids-crafts-4071407
https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/olympic-gold-medal-kids-crafts-4071407


Design a poster
This could be about the Tokyo Olympics, your favourite sport, your favourite 

athlete or just to cheer our Aussies on! Design on next slide :) 



Design a poster



Upload a Photo of what you have done here



I’m finished! Now what?
If you’ve reached this point and it’s before 3:00pm you need to:

● Check every task has been done. Look at every slide!
● Edit your writing. Check for capital letters and punctuation, and check your spelling. Have you written 

in full sentences? Do your sentences make sense?
● Have you taken photos of work you did offline and have you uploaded them? Check the how-to video in 

google classroom if you’re not sure how to do this.
● Ask yourself one last time: IS THIS MY BEST WORK? AM I PROUD? WOULD MY TEACHER BE 

HAPPY WITH MY WORK?

If you’ve done all this, there is one last task for you to do! 
Check out the next couple of slides for your fast finisher activity today.



Thank you Stage 3
Turn-it-in 
Have a great afternoon, See you at check in 
tomorrow!



Tuesday, Week 5 

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Morning Check In 

Please complete your morning check in on Google Classroom! 

How are you feeling today?
(Colour in the face that represents your mood)



Attitude of gratitude It is important to DANCE!

What are 5 things other things you could do at home? 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

“Where gratitude flows, happiness grows…” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWgH4HSNnLY


English
The following slides are your 
morning session activities. 



Spelling:  
 omit
 event
 vital
 subject
 amount
 notice
 arrest

terror
 prompt
 attempt
 dentist
 customer
 transfer
 transport
 telecast
 telephone
 internet
 interesting
 attendance
 taught
 privately
 scientist
 systematic
 equivalent
 committee

Choose 3 words to put into a sentence sequence (can be 2-3 sentences per 
words) that includes dialogue. Dialogue means speech and needs speech marks 
(“  “)to show who is talking. For example 
The dentist was looking in my mouth to find where the pain was coming from. 
“Ouch!” I yelled as he found the sore tooth. 

1.

2.

3.



Reading



Reading: Complete 2 comprehension tasks from the following

Artist: Draw a picture of one of or 
paint the scenes in the chapter or 
one of the main characters. 
Alternatively, write a 5 sentence 
explanation of the scene or a 5 
sentence description of the 
character.

Vocabulary: Pick words from your 
text that you were unfamiliar with. 
Look up these words in dictionary, 
and write their definitions or write a 
sentence using each word.
 

Poem: Write a poem (at least 4 
lines long) describing either a 
character in the story or a scene in 
the chapter.
 

Character Profile: Choose  a 
character  from  the  story  and  
create  their  opposite  twin.  
Reverse  the  personality,  likes  
and  dislikes  of  the  character,  so  
if  they  are  good,  make  them  
bad  and  if  they  are  bad, make 
them good! Create a profile for this 
character.

Letter: Write a one page letter to a 
friend, telling them about the book 
you are reading. You must include 
information about the characters, 
the setting and the plot of the book 
as well as what your opinion of the 
book is.
 

Comic Strip: Draw and colour at 
least 6 frames of a comic strip 
showing a scene in the chapter. 
Make sure to include “dialogue 
bubbles” so that the reader can 
follow along with the action.
 

Click on the green tick 
and drag it on top of 
the activity that you 
completed.



Reading: Comprehension

Activity 1:

Activity 2:







Writing: Persuasive Writing!            

Learning Intentions and Success Criteria

In this lesson we are learning to:

Plan and compose a text that persuade our audience to think, feel and/or a certain way
 
 

I will have achieved this when I can:
● Think about our purpose and audience (to convince the reader to agree with you)

● Use mentor texts to guide my writing

● Include an introduction, arguments/reasons and conclusion



Writing - Persuasive Writing 
Read the following text: 





Book Review 



Book Review 



Book: Read this book then complete the book review.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6P-Y_M9q7RM


Writing: Write a Book Review on the book we just read using the example review.

Book title: 

Illustrator:

Context: 
    Who is the text written for?

    Fact or fiction?

    Genre (scary, comedy, informative etc):

Plot (What happens in the story - in order of events):

Star rating:  /5

Recommendation:

    Who would you recommend this book to?

    Did you like the book (why/whynot)?
     

Book Review. 



Writing: Write a persuasive argument as to why someone should read this book. 

Opening paragraph: 

Supporting reason: 

Supporting Reason: 

Conclusion: 



Dear Diary
 What would you do if you were the main character in your favorite fairy tale?

What is your favorite thing about yourself? What’s one thing you want to work on?

What is one of your funniest memories? Write a poem about it.



1st Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Mathematics 
Complete your mathematics  

activities on the 
following slides



-100

+100

-500

+500

-1000

+1000

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5

Round to Nearest 10

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY
85

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem



MATH FOCUS: Adding and 
Subtracting Decimals

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnwLv6khwk8


MATH FOCUS: Adding and 
Subtracting Decimals

Complete the following; 

REMEMBER: Take 
note of the sign 
some are addition 
and some are 
subtraction. 

A.  
B.  
C.  
D.  
E.  
F.  
G.  
H.  
I.  

J.  
K.   
L.  

M.  
N.  
O.  
P.  
Q.  



Learning intention: 
We are learning to 
add and subtract 
decimals to the 

thousandths place.





Maths Activity 

Optional: 
Complete some of your activities on:  

Math Games & Worksheets Online, Designed by Math 
Experts

https://www.matific.com/au/en-au/home/
https://www.matific.com/au/en-au/home/


2nd Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


KLA: KLA: Geography

Take note!

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVdwYurpJNI


KLA:KLA: Speaking Japanese!

Practice them at home so that you can 
learn/remember them! You might need to 
watch the video a few times.

What 10 words did you learn?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtWo3lFV2x0


KLA: Speaking Japanese!

Click insert > audio or video

Upload a video or voice audio of you 
learning to say the Japanese words 
you just learnt!



I’m finished! Now what?
If you’ve reached this point and it’s before 3:00pm you need to:

● Check every task has been done. Look at every slide!
● Edit your writing. Check for capital letters and punctuation, and check your 

spelling. Have you written in full sentences? Do your sentences make sense?
● Have you taken photos of work you did offline and have you uploaded them? 

Check the how-to video in google classroom if you’re not sure how to do this.
● Ask yourself one last time: IS THIS MY BEST WORK? AM I PROUD? 

WOULD MY TEACHER BE HAPPY WITH MY WORK?

If you’ve done all this, there is one last task for you to do! 
Check out the next couple of slides for your fast finisher activity today.



Thank you Stage 3
Turn-it-in 
Have a great afternoon, See you at check in 
tomorrow!



Wednesday, Week 5 

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Morning Check In 

Please complete your morning check in on Google Classroom! 

How are you feeling today?
(Colour in the face that represents your mood)



We are hosting a Gratitude Party!!!

In the Daily Thread, we encourage you 
to write one positive note for someone 
in Stage 3. This could be a fellow 
student or teacher



English
The following slides are your 
morning session activities. 



Spelling: Word Chains 

● omit
● event
● vital
● subject
● amount
● notice
● arrest
● terror
● prompt
● attempt
● dentist
● customer

● transfer
● transport
● telecast
● telephone
● internet
● interesting
● attendance
● taught
● privately
● scientist
● systematic
● equivalent
● committee

#SpellingWords

List as many words as you know that have the beginning listed or ending listed. Some examples have been provided

tele- -mpt -ly

● telephone ● attempt ● lovely#SpellingWords

https://mote.fyi/k9nzsz7


Reading

Avengers Assemble! 
Wait… that’s Marvel. 
TPS Tigers Assemble!



Reading



Reading: Choose 2, Complete 2

Being a Superhero:
If you could have just one of 
Water Woman’s superpowers, 
which one would you choose and 
why? 

Villain Writing:
Tell us more about Steve Sharky, 
the villain. Maybe you might want 
to draw them

 

Review: 
Book critic time! Give it rating out 
of five stars. What did you dislike 
or like about the story?
 

Making Connections:
List as many superheroes as you 
know
After, write about how one of 
them is similar to Woman Woman

Interview: 
You are going to interview Water 
Woman. Write five interesting 
questions to ask them
 

Catchphrases:
Every superhero has a catchy 
catchphrase. Write five different 
catchphrases she could use

Click on the green tick 
and drag it on top of the 
activity that you 
completed.



Reading: Complete task 

Task 1:

Write down below or upload a picture of your work



Reading: Complete task 

Task 2:

Write down below or upload a picture of your work



Writing

MOVIE TIME! Let’s 
watch this short clip 
from Tangled!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTxMYYN9x30


Writing

In the short clip, we could see 
so many persuasive 
techniques! This is what we 
could see

Action:
Listen to your 

mother

Persuasive 
Techniques

Listing/Groups 
of 3: Thugs, 

poison ivy, the 
plague

Exaggeration: 
I always knew 

this was 
coming, 
DRAMA

Repetition: 
Mother 

Knows Best Emotive 
Language: It 

is a scary 
world out 

there

Can find you 
another persuasive 
technique?

https://mote.fyi/g7xe6sw


Writing

Let’s be Rapunzel. Persuade 
Mother Gothel to let you out 
of the tower.

Love! Laughter! Excitement! Happiness! Joy! These are all the emotions I could be feeling if I was allowed 
outside by you. 

I am going to write a short introduction using emotive language and listing:

Now your task is to make create your first argument to Mother Gothel let you out. Remember to use OREO 
and some persuasive techniques like Repetition or Exaggeration



How are you today? What have you done so far?
What are you looking forward to this week?



1st Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Mathematics 
Complete your mathematics  

activities on the 
following slides



-100

+100

-500

+500

-1000

+1000

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5

Round to Nearest 10

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY
5 278

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem

In the truck, Bryan had 5 278 packages. On Monday, he dropped 
off 389 packages. On Tuesday he dropped off 268 more packages 
and picked up 25 more. On Wednesday he picked up 72 more and 
dropped off 258. How many did he have beginning Thursday? 



#VIRTUALMATHS
Maths Warm Up

Make 96 using the 
following numbers: 
9, 25, 10, 2, 6, & 4

TIP: You can use 
addition, 
subtraction, 
multiplication 
and/or division. 
You can only use 
each number 
once!

https://mote.fyi/xmgcp2p


#VIRTUALMATHS
Background Information: What are Decimals?

Decimals are parts of whole 
numbers. They are like 
fractions but we write them 
in a different way.
We write them like this.

This is a Decimal Point. It 
separates the WHOLE NUMBERS 
(on the left) and the PART 
NUMBERS (on the right)

Watch the video to learn more

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9vqm2eM5mk
https://mote.fyi/3u57z2n


#VIRTUALMATHS
Maths Explicit Teaching: How to add Decimals?

We can even add Decimals together. Let’s look at how to do that with the example 
below.

Ronald has $6.30 dollars and Luna has $32.80 dollars. They both wanted a new game from 
Big W that cost $39 dollars. Do they have enough money to buy it?

Estimation Split Strategy Algorithm
We can round 6.30 to 6 as 
it is closer to this than 7. 
We can round 32.80 to 33, 
as it is closer to 33 than 32. 
That would mean $39 
dollars, as 32 + 6 = 39.

Let’s look at the WHOLE 
NUMBERS. Ron has $6 and 
Luna has $32. Adding them 
together would equal $38.

Let’s look at the PART 
NUMBERS. Ron has 30 
cents and Luna has 80 
centrs. 80 + 30 equals 115 
cents or $1.15 dollars. 

$1.15 + $38 equals $39.10

 32.80
+ 6.30
=39.10

1

This would equal $39.10



#VIRTUALMATHS
Maths Task

Complete this word problem

Holidaying in Tokyo, Cal would like to purchase 
tickets to watch 2 Olympic events

● Volleyball is $23.30 dollars,
● Swimming is $32.50 dollars
● Handball is $59.50 dollars
● Running is $22.00 dollars
● Table Tennis is $13.70 dollars
● Judo is $15.40 dollars
● Basketball is $31.50 dollars

What would his total be?

Solve here

https://mote.fyi/rd4rxu4


#VIRTUALMATHS
Reflection

At 12:45pm, we will be playing a Kahoot on Zoom. Get ready.

Mr C will be posting the ZOOM link for you all to join at 12:30pm



2nd Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


KLA:Science & Technology

Solid

The solid particles are 
tightly packed, usually in 
a pattern. They are 
vibrating but do not move 
from place to place as it 
holds a fixed shape.

In these next couple of slides, you will be able to see what each state of matter looks like at a particle level and why it looks like that
#EXPLANATION#D

ra
wi

ng



KLA:Science & Technology

Liquid

The liquid particles are 
close together with no 
regular pattern. They are 
vibrate, move about and 
slide past each other, as it 
takes shape of the 
container it is in.

#EXPLANATION#D
ra

wi
ng



KLA:Science & Technology

Gas

The gas particles are well 
separated with no regular 
pattern whatsoever. They 
are vibrating and moving 
freely at high speeds, as it 
does not hold a fixed 
shape.

#EXPLANATION#D
ra

wi
ng



KLA:Science & Technology
Each state of matter can change from one state to another by adding heat or removing heat. For example, Solid to Liquid or Liquid to Gas. This can be seen below

#Addingheat

#REMOVINGheat

Melting Boiling

CondensationFreezing



KLA:Science & Technology

● Hard gold to 
liquid gold

● Orange juice to 
Ice Blocks

● Boiling water in 
a saucepan

Melting Freezing Boiling

Each state of matter can change from one state to another by adding heat or removing heat. Try to list as many examples of this we can see. Some examples have been 
placed in the circles for. Teacher Tip: A lot of this can be seen in the Kitchen

https://mote.fyi/9kwjrd2


I’m finished! Now what?
If you’ve reached this point and it’s before 3:00pm you need to:

● Check every task has been done. Look at every slide!
● Edit your writing. Check for capital letters and punctuation, and check your 

spelling. Have you written in full sentences? Do your sentences make sense?
● Have you taken photos of work you did offline and have you uploaded them? 

Check the how-to video in google classroom if you’re not sure how to do this.
● Ask yourself one last time: IS THIS MY BEST WORK? AM I PROUD? 

WOULD MY TEACHER BE HAPPY WITH MY WORK?

If you’ve done all this, there is one last task for you to do! 
Check out the next couple of slides for your fast finisher activity today.



Thank you Stage 3
Turn-it-in 
Have a great afternoon, See you at check in 
tomorrow!



Thursday, Week 5 

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Morning Check In 

Please complete your morning check in on Google Classroom! 

How are you feeling today?
(Colour in the face that represents your mood)



Dream.. Don’t be afraid to dream BIG!!!

Dreams come true everyday. You can achieve anything 
you put your mind to.

Aim for the stars! 

Try your best! 

Train hard and play fair!

One day you might become an Olympic athlete ….

Quote;

‘Between 1991 and 1997 I had really 
serious asthma.’

                                     - Cathy Freeman    

TEACHER Add a video of 
mindfullness/dance /
Gratitude / kindness here and 
change writing to match >>

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_U7Tra5Qm0Q


English
The following slides are your 
morning session activities. 



Spelling: We are focusing on the ‘             ‘ sound  
 omit
 event
 vital
 subject
 amount
 notice
 arrest

terror
 prompt
 attempt
 dentist
 customer
 transfer
 transport
 telecast
 telephone
 internet
 interesting
 attendance
 taught
 privately
 scientist
 systematic
 equivalent
 committee

Type your words into 
alphabetical order below;

Word Jumbles

 nuamot 

 leviqualten

tentids

rorter

centio



Spelling: We are focusing on the ‘             ‘ sound  
 omit
 event
 vital
 subject
 amount
 notice
 arrest

terror
 prompt
 attempt
 dentist
 customer
 transfer
 transport
 telecast
 telephone
 internet
 interesting
 attendance
 taught
 privately
 scientist
 systematic
 equivalent
 committee

Write an ACROSTIC poem using list words.

Example;

Decaying teeth
Extra flossing,
Never forget,
Three times a day,
Inside and out,
Swish water in mouth,
Try again tomorrow.

And SMILE :)

Your own Poem:



Reading

Stuck inside? Longing for the days of sport and overseas travel? Wish you had something exciting to watch? Well, 
you're in luck.

JACK: Because BTN is back for term 3.

No, I was talking about the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games.

JACK: Oh, but they're not back for term 3?

Yes, but they're about to start on Friday.

JACK: Oh, okay. Well that too then.

KID: Hmm, okay.

Yes, after what feels like, well, forever the world is officially in Olympic mode. While a lot of people wanted the games to 
be cancelled, organisers of the Tokyo Olympics have been determined to forge ahead. Which means they've had a 
year to put together what could be the most complicated games in history.



Reading: Tokyo Olympics 2021
We're talking 11,000 athletes flying in from more than 200 countries. Which, with heaps of airlines not 
operating, wasn't particularly easy. For example, Fiji's national team had to be dropped to Tokyo on a 
cargo plane that mostly carried fish. And the fastest woman in the world, Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce, had to 
fly from Kingston to Miami and then London and then Tokyo. A lot of the 474 Aussie athletes competing in 
the games spent 3 weeks in Queensland before touching down in Tokyo, while some got there a bit 
earlier.

RACHEL LACK, SOFTBALLER: So, we've been here since the beginning of June. Because obviously, 
with COVID, most of our squads either, you know, spread out across the country. So you know, and 
obviously, with all the snap lockdowns, and all the stuff that we face in Australia, it's quite hard to get 
everyone together and get everyone together for a long amount of time.

Despite the difficulties Rachel Lack is excited to take part in her first Olympic Games.

RACHEL LACK, SOFTBALLER: It's been a dream for years to get here and I just want to soak up as 
much of the atmosphere and like wearing the Australian uniform as much as I can.

When the athletes aren't competing they have to stay at the Olympic Village where they'll have some 
pretty strict rules to avoid an outbreak.



Reading

MASA TAKAYA, OLYMPIC ORGANISER: We have been really working hard to establish a robust 
response plan in case we have such cases.

RACHEL LACK, SOFTBALLER: Even going down to get breakfast and our meals and stuff, we mask up, 
you know, we're socially distanced, we're separated by plastic, like clear perspex at dinner. So, we're like, 
this is weird, like, can't hear anyone.

While the athletes don't have to be vaccinated to compete, organisers estimate around 80% of people 
within the village will have got the jab before the games begin. As for crowds, well, yep you guessed it. 
With Japan in the middle of a fourth wave of COVID Olympic organisers decided that no fans will be 
allowed in the stadiums, oh, well except for these guys.

Organisers say they have done everything they can to make the event as safe as possible. But there's 
already been a couple of COVID cases in the athlete's village and many still think the games shouldn't be 
going ahead. With the opening ceremony now only days away the world's going to be watching to see 
how these very different Olympic Games play out.



Reading: Olympic Quiz!
Tokyo Olympics - Quiz 

1. Why are the games called the 2020 Tokyo Olympics not the 2021 Tokyo Olympics? 
2. How many athletes are participating in the Tokyo Olympics? 
3. How many different countries are participating in the Tokyo Olympics? 
4. How did Fiji’s national team get to Tokyo? 
5. What did a lot of the Aussie athletes have to do before going to Tokyo? 
6. What percent of athletes will have been vaccinated before the games begin? 
7. No fans will be allowed in stadiums. True or false?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.



Writing: Writing to persuade

Each Olympics new sports are chosen to be included. In 2021; skateboarding, 
surfing, karate and sport climbing were added.

What sport would you like to see added to the olympics??? 
List 4 reasons why your sport should be included in the next olympics.

Sport: 
Reasons for:
1.
2.
3.
4.



Writing

Elaborate: (write examples and evidence) on your reasons for adding your 
new sport to the Olympics.

1.

2.



Writing

Writing continued;

3.

4.



Diary: How is your week going? How are you feeling?



1st Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Mathematics 
Complete your mathematics  

activities on the 
following slides



-100

+100

-500

+500

-1000

+1000

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5

Round to Nearest 10

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY
______1426________

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem

1426 students attend a school in Sydney. Of these students 758 
students are boys. How many students are girls? 

If half of all the students caught a bus to school each day, how 
many students caught the bus to school?



Math Mentals

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.



Math Mentals

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.



MATH FOCUS: Perimeter 

Perimeter (with decimals)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r9UefHVToA0


Perimeter: Example
Step 1

Sides of the rectangle are;
6.5cm
6.5cm
4.1cm
4.1cm

Now we need to add them 
together! 

Step 2

6.5 +
6.5
4.1
4.1
____
  .
Tip: Line up your decimal 
places !!! 

6.5cm

6.5cm

4.1cm 4.1cm

Step 3 

Add together;
1
6.5 +
6.5
4.1
4.1
------
  .2

Step 4

 6.5 +
 6.5
 4.1
 4.1
----
21.2cm 

Dont forget to put in 
your units of 
measurement :)



MATH FOCUS: Perimeter

Your turn !

Show your working out here :)

Hint: FInd the missing length first! 

8cm

7.5cm

3.5cm

3cm

4.5cm



MATH FOCUS: Perimeter

Your turn !
SHow your working below: Remember to line up decimal points!



2nd Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Lesson 4
Dynamics
Review Previous Lessons

http://www.sfskids.org/classic/templates/musicLabF.asp?pageid=12
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Rhythm/

http://www.sfskids.org/classic/templates/musicLabF.asp?pageid=12
https://musiclab.chromeexperiments.com/Rhythm/


Dynamics
• Dynamics is about loud and 
soft sounds.
 

•We use special terms in music 
to tell the musician how soft or 
loud to play.

•Sometimes it lasts for a whole 
bar or section of the music 

• Sometimes it is just for one 
note.

•It may change gradually or 
suddenly. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffcaP94N8KM


A quick way to remember is 

p is quiet
f is loud

If there are 2 p’s or f’s it’s double that. 
If there is a m in front it means its in the middle 
or medium sound.

The crescendo and decrescendo do what they 
look like. (small sound to large sound and large 
sound to small sound)





World Music
● Dynamics are used in all music.
● Can you hear and identify the changes in dynamics in this music
● You could draw the dynamics in lines (similar to the rhythm video)
● Or you could write down p, f < > to show where changes are
 Iceland- 
● Björk is probably the best known Icelander
● Country’s most popular musical export.
● She is a rock musician but this is a traditional 

song called Vokuru

Brazil-
● Bahia is a hot cauldron of rhythms and 

musical styles
● Uses drumming and percussion
● Côco do M by Margareth Menezes

https://worldmusic.net/blogs/guide-to-world-music/music-of-brazilhttps://worldmusic.net/blogs/guide-to-world-music/the-music-of-iceland

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0pOGyW7D2k
https://worldmusic.net/blogs/guide-to-world-music/music-of-brazil
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TXZ66TNd0sA
https://worldmusic.net/blogs/guide-to-world-music/the-music-of-iceland


This piece of music call the 1812 Overture by Tchaikovsky is a great 
example of how dynamics can be used.

Use some of your new vocabulary to describe what you hear.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-L5UhMyOMQ


Create your own dynamic 
piece

◦Write a new rhythm or use the one from last week
◦Add in dynamics 
◦Use the short symbols (eg p f) to create your own piece of 
music 

Play a game of piano-mezzo-forte
Teacher calls out different dynamic terminology for students to either play or act 
out (piano- make small movements forte -big movements ect)



I’m finished! Now what?
If you’ve reached this point and it’s before 3:00pm you need to:

● Check every task has been done. Look at every slide!
● Edit your writing. Check for capital letters and punctuation, and check your 

spelling. Have you written in full sentences? Do your sentences make sense?
● Have you taken photos of work you did offline and have you uploaded them? 

Check the how-to video in google classroom if you’re not sure how to do this.
● Ask yourself one last time: IS THIS MY BEST WORK? AM I PROUD? 

WOULD MY TEACHER BE HAPPY WITH MY WORK?

If you’ve done all this, there is one last task for you to do! 
Check out the next couple of slides for your fast finisher activity today.



Thank you Stage 3
Turn-it-in 
Have a great afternoon, See you at check in 
tomorrow!



Friday, Week 5. 

Stage 3, 2021
Tregear Public School
Daily Remote Learning Lessons and Activities.



Attitude of gratitude
WHAT WERE THE DIFFERENT WORKOUTS CALLED?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“Where gratitude flows, happiness grows…” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WgkiB-GQMI


English
The following slides are your 
morning session activities. 



Spelling Test/ Boggle Board.  
Have a member of your family test you  on your words and write them in your book 

Make as many words with less than 
4 letters as you can find.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Total Points: 

Make as many words with 5 or more 
letters as you can find.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Total Points: 

A Q S U

N J C H

D V P V

E R H I



Reading: Watch the following story 

Tasks about this BOOK
is on the next slide.

SHORT STORY: 
THE LORAX

If you are at school please use a book provided.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdWesdMfyd4


Comprehension: 
1. Which street does the once-ler live on? 

2. In which month does the Once-ler peak out of his window? 

3. What does the Once-ler ask for as a payment to tell about the lorax? 

4. What type of tree did the Once-ler discover? 

5. Name three animals the Once-ler saw?

-

6. How does the Once-ler describe the Lorax?

7. What did the once-ler make of the truffula tuft? 

8. What are some things this invention can be used for? 

9. What happened to the animals as the Once-lers business grew? 

10. What happened to the Truffula tree’s as the once-lers business gre? 

11. What does the once-ler give the boy at the end of the story? 







Insert Answer Here

Insert Answer Here

Insert Answer Here

Insert Answer Here



Writing
Write a creative response to the 
following Pobble 365 image: 

Going Under

Your response can be in the form of a 
narrative, a poem, a diary entry, a 
letter, or a comic strip.

Or, access the link and choose an activity to complete:
-Story starter
-Sentence challenge
-Perfect picture
Sick sentences 

https://www.pobble365.com/canine-catastrophe/
https://www.pobble365.com/going-under/


Writing: Pobble 365 creative writing

Write your response here: 



Dear Diary 

What do you want your life to be like when you’re grown up?

When you get mad or grumpy, what’s one thing that helps you calm down?

What’s the best advice someone has ever given you?



1st Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Mathematics 
Complete your mathematics  

activities on the 
following slides



-1000

+1000

-5000

+5000

-10000

+10000

Cut in Half

Double It

Expanded Form

Round to Nearest 5000

Round to Nearest 10000

Odd or Even

NUMBER OF THE DAY
45 732 

Addition Problem

Subtraction Problem

Make the Smallest Number

Make the Largest Number

Write It Out

Extension: Word problem

A SCHOOL HAS 45 732 BOOKS FOR THEIR LIBRARY. HOW BOOKS 
WOULD EACH STUDENT READ IF THEIR WERE 423 STUDENTS 

COMBINED TO READ ALL THE BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY? 

(HINT = DIVISION) 



MATH FOCUS: Revision - adding decimals



MATH FOCUS: Revision; Perimeter of compound shapes

Working out here:

Tip: remember to find out 
the unknown lengths by 
using the othersides to 
add together the missing 
place.



MATH FOCUS: Revision; Perimeter of compound shapes

Working out here:



Extension: Converting measurements 

You can use a calculator



Maths Activity 

Optional: 
Complete some of your set activities on:  

Math Games & Worksheets Online, Designed by Math 
Experts

https://www.matific.com/au/en-au/home/
https://www.matific.com/au/en-au/home/


2nd Break Time
Use this time to have a 30 minute break 

1. Have a snack
2. Drink some water
3. Play a game 
4. Do a movement activity:

○ Go Noodle
○ Just Dance
○ Stretching your legs
○ Mindfulness (colouring or breathing)

Here is a link for ideas if you need it:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brain+breaks+for+kids


Personal Development, 
Health and Physical 
Education

Learning Intention: We are learning to apply a 
controlled force to throw an object toward a 
target.

Success Criteria:

-Practise underarm and overarm throws.

-Use appropriate amount of force.

Target Practice



PDHPE Activity

Target Practice 

1. Create 3 targets that you can safely throw a soft object towards.  
2. Choose a ‘starting point’ where you will throw the object from. Place each target at 

different distances from the ’starting point’.
3. Choose or create at least one object that will act as an obstacle. The obstacle needs 

to be placed between the ’starting point’ and the target.
4. Record how many throws were needed to hit the target. 
5. Record what type of throwing you used (underarm, overarm) and which was most 

successful for hitting the target.
6. Try this again with a small ball. 



PDHPE Activity 

Number of throws:

What type of throwing you used (underarm, 
overarm) and which was most successful for hitting 
the target?

(Optional) Upload a picture:



PE: Time yourself and tell me how long it takes to complete!

Workout 20 burpees 30 star 
jumps

20 shoulder 
taps

30 high 
knees

(each leg)

1st attempt

2nd attempt



I’m finished! Now what?
If you’ve reached this point and it’s before 3:00pm you need to:

● Check every task has been done. Look at every slide!
● Edit your writing. Check for capital letters and punctuation, and check your 

spelling. Have you written in full sentences? Do your sentences make sense?
● Have you taken photos of work you did offline and have you uploaded them? 

Check the how-to video in google classroom if you’re not sure how to do this.
● Ask yourself one last time: IS THIS MY BEST WORK? AM I PROUD? 

WOULD MY TEACHER BE HAPPY WITH MY WORK?

If you’ve done all this, there is one last task for you to do! 
Check out the next couple of slides for your fast finisher activity today.



Thank you Stage 3
Turn-it-in 

Have a great afternoon, See you at check in 
tomorrow!


